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Go a step beyond attack surface evaluation with continuous discovery, inventory,
classification, and monitoring of your company’s infrastructure and where it may
be exposed to threat actors. Our experts will provide monthly updates that give you
an accurate and up-to-date picture of your vulnerabilities and work with you to
validate our findings.

Your company’s environment is not static; it is ever-evolving, as are the methods
threat actors use to attempt to compromise it. By continuously reevaluating your
attack surface and understanding what threats exist, what has been addressed,
and what may need urgent attention, your company can support its daily
operations while being prepared to shut down potential avenues of attack.

Receive continuous monitoring of new and emerging threats that could affect your infrastructure.
Rapidly identify and remediate rogue devices and undocumented systems within your network.
Address weak passwords, configuration issues, unpatched software, and other potential vulnerabilities
lurking within your environment.
Lodestone’s minimally intrusive technology stack enables monitoring and management to begin quickly
without interrupting production.

     BENEFITS

Lodestone’s Attack Surface Monitoring service can help you maintain your network and harden it against attackers
without diverting resources away from your internal teams. We continuously identify vulnerabilities, poor configurations,
and other weaknesses while providing recommendations and guidance for remediation.



Setup – Lodestone experts work with your personnel to deploy a cloud-based scanning suite that works with your
existing environment and tools with minimal disruption to your day-to-day business.

Configuration Analysis – We utilize the scanning suite to gain a full perspective of your organization’s attack surface.
This is a continuous process over the course of the engagement, as our experts monitor and catalogue new
vulnerabilities as they appear.

Recommendations – Lodestone experts continuously review findings and create a contextualized list of
vulnerabilities and areas for improvement. We inventory and classify these issues to empower you to prioritize the
most severe issues and maximize the positive security impact of actions taken.

Delivery and Review – We deliver our findings to you on an ongoing basis, providing customized recommendations
based on your existing infrastructure. Our experts are also available to provide consultation on developing a plan of
action to address vulnerabilities.

METHODOLOGY

Lodestone’s Attack Surface Monitoring service is comprised of these primary phases:

DURATION AND DELIVERABLES

Attack Surface Monitoring varies in duration based on your selection at the beginning of the engagement. Options
typically include 12 months or 36 months of continuous attack surface management.

As part of the engagement, Lodestone will provide detailed reports that include categorized and prioritized lists of
vulnerabilities detected within the environment and suggestions for how best to address them.
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Lodestone is a global cybersecurity firm committed to helping clients prevent and investigate security
incidents. It is comprised of top talent from private industry, government, intelligence, and law
enforcement specializing in incident response, digital forensics, offensive security, risk management,
and threat detection. 
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